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The impact of calcifying phytoplankton on atmospheric CO2 concentration is determined
by a number of factors, including their degree of ecological success as well as the
buffering capacity of the ocean/marine sediment system. The relative importance of these
factors has changed over Earth’s history and this has implications for atmospheric CO2
and climate regulation. We explore some of these implications with four “Strangelove”
experiments: two in which soft-tissue production and calcification is stopped, and two
in which only calcite production is forced to stop, in idealized icehouse and greenhouse
climates. We find that in the icehouse climate the loss of calcifiers compensates the
atmospheric CO2 impact of the loss of all phytoplankton by roughly one-sixth. But in
the greenhouse climate the loss of calcifiers compensates the loss of all phytoplankton
by about half. This increased impact on atmospheric CO2 concentration is due to the
combination of higher rates of pelagic calcification due to warmer temperatures and
weaker buffering due to widespread acidification in the greenhouse ocean. However,
the greenhouse atmospheric temperature response per unit of CO2 change to removing
ocean soft-tissue production and calcification is only one-fourth that in an icehouse
climate, owing to the logarithmic radiative forcing dependency on atmospheric CO2
thereby reducing the climate feedback of mass extinction. This decoupling of carbon
cycle and temperature sensitivities offers a mechanism to explain the dichotomy of both
enhanced climate stability and destabilization of the carbonate compensation depth in
greenhouse climates.
Keywords: calcification, strangelove, greenhouse, icehouse, climate regulation, soft-tissue pump, carbonate
counter-pump, solubility pump
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1. INTRODUCTION
The status of greenhouse climates as the apparent default state
of our earth system (as opposed to icehouse or hothouse states;
Kidder and Worsley, 2010) is an emerging view. According to
the Kidder and Worsley (2010) definitions (based on both paleo-
proxies and box modeling), these three climate states are defined
not by their absolute atmospheric CO2 concentrations but in
terms of marine physical and biogeochemical characteristics.
Greenhouse climates are warm, with little continental sea ice
and global overturning driven by weak deep water formation
near the poles. The deep ocean is poorly ventilated; hence water
column oxygen and nitrate inventories are lower than in an
icehouse climate. Icehouse (to which category both modern
and glacial climates belong) oceans have greater inventories
of nitrate and oxygen because enhanced polar ice promotes
better deep ocean ventilation via a stronger global overturning
circulation and cooler global temperatures. Hothouse climates
are rare in the geological record and are characterized by
very warm, ice-free conditions that promote a shift toward
global ventilation reliant on mid-latitude deep water formation
driven by haline, rather than thermal, gradients. The hot
and poorly-ventilated water column contains no nitrate and
nearly no (or no) oxygen, resulting in an expanded sulfur
cycle. Approximately 70% of Earth’s history has occupied the
greenhouse climate category, with icehouse climates generally
associated with major silicate weathering events (e.g., mountain-
building) and hothouse climates generally associated with major
volcanism (e.g., eruption of large igneous provinces, Kidder
and Worsley, 2010). The icehouse state is hypothesized to end
with the responsible weathering event, just as the hothouse
is hypothesized to end with the responsible volcanism, with
both defaulting back to a greenhouse state. But the specifics of
climate state transitions and the interplay between endogenic (to
a geologist, e.g., volcanic) and exogenic (e.g., ocean) processes is
an area of active research (McKenzie and Jiang, 2019).
Cenozoic (past 66 My) climate states were recently
re-partitioned into four categories; icehouse, coolhouse,
warmhouse, and hothouse, based on atmospheric CO2
concentrations and polar ice extent (Westerhold et al.,
2020). Icehouse and coolhouse climate states fall into the
atmospheric CO2 concentrations in the hundreds of ppm
and contain significant polar ice caps, while warmhouse and
hothouse climate states have atmospheric CO2 concentrations
in the hundreds to thousands of ppm and are largely polar
ice-reduced or ice-free (these last two correspond to the
Kidder and Worsley, 2010 greenhouse state). Analyzing benthic
isotope records, Westerhold et al. (2020) found a transition
between more “predictable” and more “random” dynamical
behavior occurring at the Eocene/Oligocene Transition (EOT;
34 Ma), which marks the border between the predictable
early Cenozoic greenhouse (warmhouse/hothouse) and later,
unpredictable, Cenozoic icehouse (icehouse/coolhouse) climates.
Characteristic dynamical behavioral differences are not the only
transitions observed over the Cenozoic record; Pälike et al.
(2012) reconstructed a Pacific carbonate compensation depth
(CCD; the depth at which sedimentary carbonate accumulation
rates interpolate to zero) deepening over the past 60 Ma from
<3 to more than 4.5 km in the modern ocean. Prior to the
EOT, the CCD was shallower than in the modern ocean and the
record is marked by 7 rapid and significant CCD adjustments
on several hundred-thousand to 1 million year timescales.
At the EOT the CCD became more stable, and while the
record since shows several large-amplitude variations in CCD
occurring in the icehouse state, the frequency of these events
has reduced and their duration has increased, yielding a more
slowly-varying CCD.
An enhanced sensitivity of greenhouse marine ecosystems to
perturbation by CO2 emissions has long been hypothesized (e.g.,
McKenzie and Jiang, 2019) but not well-explained. Of the 23mass
extinctions over the Phanerozoic, 70% are associated with a rapid
transition from greenhouse to hothouse climate and are marked
by widespread loss of eukaryotes, including calcifiers, from the
ocean (Kidder and Worsley, 2010). The 7 rapid adjustments of
the CCD over the early Cenozoic, the “carbonate accumulation
events” (Pälike et al., 2012), are largely not associated with
rapid changes in ocean temperature (Zachos et al., 2001; Pälike
et al., 2012). Why this might be, and the potential feedbacks
between ecological function and the biological carbon pumps
is interesting to ponder. A recent analysis of calcifier species
indices over the Phanerozic (past 500 My) by Eichenseer et al.
(2019) offers a clue. They demonstrate a decreasing dependence
of aragonite calcifiers’ ecological success on environmental
conditions (e.g., ocean chemical composition and temperature)
and an increasing dependence on the biotic control of widespread
pelagic calcification (Eichenseer et al., 2019), which stabilizes
ocean buffer chemistry (Zeebe and Westbroek, 2003). Thus, over
the evolution of calcification in the ocean (which has largely
occurred in a greenhouse state), the ecological success of calcifiers
has become increasingly self-perpetuating. The implication of
this, however, is the increasing potential for the loss of calcifiers
to destabilize their ecological niche. Likewise, full ecological
recovery post-extinction seems to depend on the recovery of the
soft-tissue carbon pump, which itself depends on the recovery of
biological activity (Coxall et al., 2006).
Warm climate ocean characteristics are relatively poorly
understood compared to those of our modern icehouse
climate. Paleo-proxies and computer models are typically
used to constrain greenhouse and hothouse circulation and
biogeochemistry. Paleo-proxies are difficult to calibrate for high
CO2 conditions (see discussions in Huber and Caballero, 2011;
Members, 2013), at which greenhouse and hothouse climate
states likely existed. The long timescales of natural climate
transitions favors box modeling (e.g., Berner and Canfield, 1989;
Berner, 1990, 1994; Tyrrell, 1999), which might or might not
adequately capture the complex circulation and biogeochemistry
of the ocean. Recent idealized modeling of ocean and carbon
dynamics using an intermediate-complexity model in a modern
ocean configuration reveals surprises that suggest the revision of
the above climate definitions. Kvale et al. (2018) demonstrated a
better-ventilated deep ocean with vigorous overturning can occur
at Eocene (greenhouse)-level CO2 concentrations. Also, despite
a shortened remineralization length scale in the greenhouse
ocean, a lengthened deep ocean transport pathway resulted in
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a counter-intuitive nutrient storage pattern of deeper nutrient
storage relative to an icehouse ocean (Kvale et al., 2019).
Likewise, ocean oxygen was similarly counter-intuitive in that
the total oxygen inventory in both greenhouse and icehouse
climates was the same, despite greater suboxic volume in the
greenhouse configuration, due to the overall better ventilation
(Kvale et al., 2019). Ocean nitrate inventory was also elevated
in their greenhouse simulation, as expanded suboxic volume
triggered enhanced denitrification but the longer deep water
nutrient pathway encouraged “trapping” of fixed nitrate in
the deep ocean (Kvale et al., 2019). Lastly, ocean primary
production in their simulated greenhouse climate was greater
than in the icehouse climate, with nitrogen-fixing and calcifying
phytoplankton showing the greatest biomass increases relative
to the icehouse state. Forced 100-year climate transitions out
of both states revealed a damping effect on the biogeochemical
(oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon flux) response by feedbacks
between calcifiers and nitrogen fixers (Kvale et al., 2019). Thus,
the loss of particular phytoplankton functional types at the time
of an externally forced (from an oceanographer’s perspective,
e.g., widespread volcanism) climate transition has implications
for how the whole marine system responds. The Kvale et al.
(2019) simulation framework was not able to examine dynamic
adjustment of the global carbon cycle to changes in ocean
biological activity, so we continue that discussion here, using a
modified framework.
In this study, we illustrate one under-appreciated aspect of
the ocean carbon cycle in that the atmospheric response to
perturbation of ocean biology can deviate from what we observe
in our modern icehouse. We do this with a series of “Strangelove”
tests, in which biological components are turned off and the
system is allowed to adjust (note these transient simulations differ
from the Strangelove configuration of Zeebe and Westbroek,
2003 who described the equilibrated carbonate saturation state
of a lifeless ocean). Our model is particularly suited to the
study of the ocean soft-tissue pump, and the carbonate counter-
pump, because it includes temperature-dependent particle
remineralization (Schmittner et al., 2008) as well as a prognostic
calcite partition that includes quasi-thermodynamic dissolution
as well as a ballasting parameterization for carbonate-associated
transport of organic material (Kvale K. F. et al., 2015a). It
also includes a carbonate sediment model to approximate
the effects of millennial sedimentary carbonate compensation
feedback (Archer, 1996). The sulfur cycle is thought to have
a strong role in hothouse climates, and this is not resolved
in our model. So we focus on the role of ocean biology in
setting atmospheric CO2 and climate response in simulated
idealized icehouse and greenhouse states over a 1,000-year
timescale. There is geological evidence that biological processes
may be more active in warmer climates (e.g., John et al., 2013,
2014, reconstructing both enhanced production and enhanced
particle remineralization in the Eocene), but whether their
relative strength in setting the atmospheric CO2 concentration
is enhanced is unresolved. We explore the strength of marine
soft-tissue production and calcification in regulating climate (i.e.,
atmospheric CO2 concentration and global mean temperature)
in two highly idealized icehouse and greenhouse states at
thousand-year timescales, as well as the carbon response of
the earth system to their perturbation. Our idealized icehouse
state is broadly representative of the modern ocean, while our
idealized greenhouse state might have its closest analog in the
early Eocene.
2. METHODS
We use the University of Victoria Earth System Climate Model
(UVic ESCM) version 2.9 (Weaver et al., 2001; Meissner et al.,
2003; Eby et al., 2009) for our simulations. The UVic ESCM is
an intermediate-complexity earth system model with 100 × 100
grid cells representing the surface and 19 depth levels in the
ocean. Its major components include a two-dimensional energy-
moisture balanced atmosphere, a dynamic ocean circulation, land
and vegetation, a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model, and
marine carbonate sediments (Archer, 1996). The biogeochemical
model features three phytoplankton functional types; “small and
calcifying phytoplankton,” “nitrogen fixing phytoplankton,” and
a “general” phytoplankton type (Kvale K. F. et al., 2015a). All
phytoplankton compete for light and nutrients, and are grazed
by a single zooplankton. Pelagic calcification is performed by
both the calcifying phytoplankton and the zooplankton, and
only calcite is considered. Calcite production occurs at a rate
fixed to the rate of production of organic carbon detritus
by the calcifying phytoplankton and zooplankton, but calcite
dissolution is parameterized so as to be quasi-thermodynamic
(Kvale K. F. et al., 2015a). A ballast model causes sinking calcite
to export a fraction of organic carbon detritus (Kvale K. F. et al.,
2015a). No other form of organic carbon ballasting is resolved in
this model. An ideal age tracer (Koeve et al., 2015) is also included
in the model.
We first spin up the model in two climate states by prescribing
atmospheric CO2. Biogeochemical fields are initialized with
World Ocean Atlas (phosphate, nitrate, silicate; Garcia et al.,
2009) and GLODAP (dissolved inorganic carbon and alkalinity;
Key et al., 2004) datasets. Solar and orbital forcing are set
at modern levels in all configurations, but the winds are
geostrophically adjusted to surface pressure anomalies from
monthly NCAR/NCEP reanalysis data (Weaver et al., 2001).
This causes the wind forcing to be generally stronger in the
greenhouse climate simulations. As in Kvale et al. (2018, 2019),
we select an atmospheric CO2 concentration of 282 ppm to
represent an icehouse climate and a concentration of 1,263
ppm to represent a greenhouse climate. Present-day atmospheric
CO2 is 411 ppm (Earth System Research Laboratories, 2020)
and from a biogeochemical and circulation framework still falls
within the icehouse category. Both climate states are equilibrated
using an integration of 20,000 years. The carbonate sediment
model is active, and in both icehouse and greenhouse states
a continental weathering flux into the ocean is diagnosed to
compensate losses from the water column to the sediment model
of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and alkalinity; i.e., ocean
alkalinity is preserved during model spin-ups of both icehouse
and greenhouse climate states. Diagnosing a weathering flux,
added to the ocean via the rivers, is a standard method of
spinning-up earth system models to maintain a constant ocean
alkalinity inventory. This is done based on the rationale that
over 10,000 year timescales and longer, sources and sinks of
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CaCO3 to the ocean must balance (Zeebe, 2012). This method,
however, has implications for our greenhouse ocean base state
and subsequent transient responses because it limits the model’s
ability to fully compensate the carbonate saturation state via
carbonate compensation feedbacks such as increased weathering
fluxes in a warmer world (discussed in greater detail later).
We next perform “Strangelove” experiments where ocean
biological activity is stopped and atmospheric CO2 is allowed
to freely evolve for 10,000 years. This evolution of atmospheric
CO2 also affects climate and therefore ocean circulation and
temperature. We stop biological activity by setting the phosphate
concentration equal to 0 (this also removes the zooplankton
population). A second set of experiments stops only calcification,
which is done by setting the calcification rate equal to 0
(including zooplankton). Our model only resolves pelagic
calcite calcification and does not consider aragonite or benthic
calcification in shallow water. Removing calcification does not
directly impact the total amount of photosynthesis, but it does
change the atmospheric CO2 concentration and climate, which
affects primary production. In these transient simulations, the
continental weathering flux of DIC and alkalinity to the ocean
continues to be diagnosed based on carbonate burial in ocean
sediments (but burial goes to zero since calcification is ceased).
Our experimental setup does not allow us to quantify any
potential feedbacks between either of the biological pumps and
the solubility pump, and we also do not control for land-
ocean or land-atmosphere feedbacks with respect to radiative
forcing. Therefore, our simulations must be considered idealized
experiments of what a sudden mass extinction of specific ocean
biological processes might do to the whole climate system.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Equilibrium Icehouse and Greenhouse
Climates
3.1.1. Ocean Circulation
Equilibrated icehouse and greenhouse ocean circulations using
atmospheric CO2 values and boundary forcing identical to what
we use here have been previously compared in Kvale et al. (2018)
(their Figure 3). These latest simulations now include an ideal
age tracer (Koeve et al., 2015), which we use to assess water mass
age differences.
The global ocean exhibits characteristically different
circulation profiles in icehouse and greenhouse climate
states (Figure 1). Maximum meridional overturning reaches
equivalent strengths in the northern hemisphere, but the
clockwise circulation cell is shallower by more than 1,000m
between 40◦S and 60◦N in the greenhouse climate. Northern
hemisphere differences are dominated by the shoaled Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), but southern
hemisphere differences are dominated by a strengthened anti-
clockwise overturning in the Southern Ocean. In the greenhouse
climate this anti-clockwise overturning increases Antarctic
BottomWater (AABW) formation and extends the abyssal reach
of Southern Ocean-sourced deep waters in the Atlantic.
Stronger AABW formation and shoaled AMOC affects water
mass age (Figure 2). In the global mean, the deep southern
hemisphere is younger by as much as 200 years in the
greenhouse configuration, compared to the icehouse climate.
The more vigorous anti-clockwise circulation is responsible
for this difference. However, the more vigorous anti-clockwise
circulation is also responsible for the aging of the deep northern
hemisphere (also by as much as 200 years), as Southern Ocean-
sourced deep water has a longer pathway into the northern
hemisphere in a greenhouse climate, relative to the icehouse.
Global average differences are dominated by the differences
found in the deep North Atlantic, with the shoaled AMOC in
the greenhouse climate and lengthened AABW pathway together
contributing to an aging of as much as 600 years in the basin
averaged profiles. These differences in circulation contribute
to the substantial differences seen in ocean biogeochemistry
described in the next section.
3.1.2. Ocean Carbon and Biogeochemistry
The equilibrium and transient response of this model’s icehouse
and greenhouse carbon and biogeochemistry to prescribed
atmospheric CO2 forcing has been previously described (Kvale
et al., 2018, 2019). As in Kvale K. F. et al. (2015b) and Kvale
et al. (2019), net primary production (NPP) is greater in the
warmer climate (enhanced by 28%, Table 1). Other production
rates (e.g., calcification and nitrogen fixation) are also higher as
both calcifiers and diazotrophs benefit from the more stratified
conditions at the surface. However, not all rates of particle
flux into the deep ocean are similarly enhanced. Particulate
organic carbon (POC) flux at 130 m depth is 5% lower in the
greenhouse climate despite higher NPP. This is because warmer
seawater temperatures in the greenhouse climate accelerate
nutrient recycling in the upper ocean, boosting production
but also enhancing particle remineralization rates (Kvale K. F.
et al., 2015b). Deep POC flux is unchanged from the icehouse
climate because a greater proportion of the total POC flux is
exported by calcite ballast, which protects the POC from water
column remineralization. The effect on sedimentary carbonate
deposition is large—a 24% higher CaCO3:POC rain ratio at
the top of the sediment in the greenhouse climate. However,
the sediments themselves hold less carbonate in the greenhouse
climate (Table 1) due to widespread calcite under-saturation in
the deep ocean (Figure 3).
Carbonate base states are very different between simulated
equilibrium icehouse and greenhouse oceans. The average depth
of the greenhouse saturation horizon (where Ca = 1) is
381 m; shallower than in the nearly completely super-saturated
icehouse ocean (Table 1). The sedimentary transition zone is
also narrower; the greenhouse average lysocline (the depth where
calcite dissolution in sediments is non-zero) is 59 m shallower
than in the icehouse ocean, but the average CCD (defined in our
model as where the rate of calcite dissolution meets or exceeds
the rate of deposition in the sediments) is 855 m shallower
(Table 1). The enhanced surface DIC:alkalinity ratio furthermore
suggests an eroded buffer capacity in the greenhouse climate,
relative to the icehouse state. An eroded ocean buffer capacity has
been previously demonstrated for 2 and 3 times pre-industrial
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FIGURE 1 | Basin-averaged meridional overturning in equilibrated (20,000 year integration) icehouse (left column) and greenhouse (right column) climates.
Contours denote 2 Sv intervals.
atmospheric CO2 concentrations in a transient modern-ocean
state (Egleston et al., 2010). The effect of this eroded buffer
on carbon partitioning in our model is strong; the greenhouse
climate has a smaller ratio between the ocean and atmosphere
carbon pools (about 15 times more carbon in the ocean than in
the atmosphere) than the icehouse climate (more than 62 times
more carbon in the ocean). Calcite under-saturation occurs in
the greenhouse ocean partly because the large amount of carbon
introduced during the spin-up (resulting in 7% higher total
carbon content in the ocean) increased the global DIC:alkalinity
ratio). But also, the total ocean alkalinity inventory was kept
constant as part of the method for spinning up the model
greenhouse state. This prescribed constraint prevents carbonate
compensation weathering feedback from restoring an icehouse
DIC:alkalinity ratio in the greenhouse steady-state because it
does not allow an increase in riverine weathering alkalinity flux
into the oceans as a response to warming global temperatures.
The implications of this constraint, and the resulting widespread
under-saturation, are discussed in section 4.1.
3.2. Strangelove Simulations
We next describe the four idealized transient scenarios, two
in which all soft-tissue production is stopped (which also
stops calcification and predation, in icehouse and greenhouse
climates) and two in which only calcite production is forced to
stop (in icehouse and greenhouse climates). Atmospheric CO2,
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FIGURE 2 | Basin-averaged water mass ideal age in equilibrated (20,000 year integration) icehouse (left column) and greenhouse (right column) climates.
climate, and ocean circulation are allowed to evolve freely for
10,000 years.
3.2.1. Atmospheric Carbon and Temperature
Response
In the icehouse climate, stopping all soft-tissue production
(which also stops calcification and predation) results in a rapid
atmospheric CO2 increase of 146 ppm (a 51% increase; Figure 4,
left panel), due to the removal of the soft-tissue carbon and
carbonate counter pumps and the concurrent response of the
solubility pump. Stopping calcification (which also removes
calcite ballasting of organic carbon) results in a CO2 decrease of
about 21 ppm (a 6.6% decrease). These sums are within the range
of previous idealized studies (e.g., Sarmiento and Toggweiler,
1984; Volk and Hoffert, 1985; Marinov et al., 2008) and suggest
calcification as having the lesser role in maintaining air-sea
carbon gradients (and ballasting having a minor influence), with
a relative strength calcifier of about one-sixth that of soft-tissue
production (although, non-linear exchange between carbon
pumps cannot be estimated by our experimental framework).
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TABLE 1 | Diagnosed global biogeochemical properties in icehouse (IH) and greenhouse (GH) climates, and change in these properties under Strangelove forcing.
Property IH GH NOPIH NOCIH NOPGH NOCGH
Atmos. CO2 (ppm) 282 1263 +146 −21 +252 −236
Mean atmos. temp. (◦C) 13.16 20.56 +2.41 −0.68 +0.93 −0.96
Primary production (Pg C y−1) 64.89 83.03 −64.89 −6.84 −83.03 −15.76
Calcite production (Pg C y−1) 0.87 1.08 −0.87 −0.87 −1.08 −1.08
Nitrogen Fixation (Pg N y−1) 0.08 0.17 −0.08 −0.04 −0.08 −0.1
Mean surface DIC (mol C) 2.03 2.19 +0.13 +0.05 +0.16 +0.13
Mean surface Alk (mol C) 2.34 2.28 +0.08 +0.1 +0.15 +0.17
Surface DIC:Alk 0.86 0.96 +0.03 −0.01 +0.01 −0.02
POC flux at 130 m (Pg C y−1) 7.11 6.78 −7.11 −0.36 −6.78 −0.60
POC flux at 2 km (Pg C y−1) 0.37 0.37 −0.37 +0.21 −0.37 +0.25
CaCO3 flux at 130 m (Pg C y
−1) 0.81 1.01 −0.81 −0.81 −1.01 −1.01
CaCO3 flux at 2 km (Pg C y
−1) 0.45 0.54 −0.45 −0.45 −0.54 −0.54
CaCO3 dissolution (Pg C y
−1) 0.37 0.48 −0.37 −0.37 −0.48 −0.48
Weathering flux (kg C s−1) 4,906 92 −4,906 −4,906 −92 −92
Mean saturation horizon (m) Supersat. 381 Supersat. +682 +1,203 +298
Mean lysocline (m) 4,122 4,063 Supersat. Comp. diss. Comp. diss. Comp. diss.
Mean CCD (m) 5,060 4,205 Supersat. Comp. diss. Comp. diss. Comp. diss.
CaCO3:POC sediment rain ratio 1.28 1.59 −1.12 −1.28 −1.41 −1.59
Tot. carbon ocean (Pg C) 37,301 40,084 −670 +100 −603 +251
Tot. carbon land (Pg C) 1,790 2,134 +272 −90 −49 +22
Tot. carbon atmos (Pg C) 599 2,681 +341 −66 +582 −341
Shallow sediment CaCO3 (Pg C) 880 10 −880 −880 −10 −10
Differences are reported at the final year of the 10,000 year simulation for stopping soft-tissue production (NOP), and calcification (NOC), in icehouse (subscript IH) and greenhouse
(subscript GH) states. Ceasing soft-tissue production also stops calcification.
In the greenhouse climate, removing all soft-tissue production
and calcification produces an increase in atmospheric CO2 of
252 ppm (a 20% increase). A larger absolute carbon increase
in the atmosphere in a greenhouse climate is consistent with
a reduced ocean buffer capacity with respect to the icehouse
state. Differences in the response of the land carbon sink also
contribute to the higher atmospheric CO2 increase, and are
described below.
The proportionally smaller atmospheric adjustment masks a
relatively stronger response to ceased calcification (if additive
pump effects are assumed). Stopping only calcification results in
a CO2 decrease of 236 ppm (a loss of 19% of the greenhouse
equilibrated atmospheric concentration). The greenhouse ocean
is uniquely positioned in terms of its surface DIC:alkalinity ratio,
in that the average value is just <1. Seawater buffer factors
are both at a minimum and roughly equally balanced when
the DIC:alkalinity ratio is equal to 1 (Egleston et al., 2010),
causing carbonate chemistry (and the solubility pump) to be
strongly affected by small changes in alkalinity or DIC. Thus,
while the major mechanisms of carbon drawdown due to the
loss of calcifying phytoplankton are probably predominately
thermodynamic, the overall impact on atmospheric CO2 is
stronger than in the icehouse climate. This demonstrates a
relative strength of calcification in setting the atmospheric CO2
concentration in the greenhouse climate to be about half that of
soft-tissue production. The climate effect might be even stronger
than demonstrated if the organic carbon ballasting by calcifiers is
corrected for, but we do not consider this here.
Global mean atmospheric temperature adjusts to the change
in atmospheric CO2 in all simulations (Figure 4, right panel).
The loss of both biologically-mediated pumps in the icehouse
climate results in a warming of as much as 2.5◦C, while in
the greenhouse climate the warming stabilizes at about 0.9◦C.
This icehouse climate response (2.5/146=0.017◦C per ppm) is
about four times greater than compared to 0.004◦C per ppm
in the greenhouse climate (although, note these calculations do
not adopt formal definitions of climate sensitivity). With the
cessation of calcification, the icehouse climate response is about
0.032◦C per ppm, while the greenhouse response is 0.004◦C per
ppm (and thus, showing no differences in sensitivity between
stopping soft-tissue production and calcification and ceasing
only calcification in the greenhouse climate state, but a roughly
doubled sensitivity in the icehouse state to the loss of calcification
only). A reduced transient climate response to CO2 forcing
and a reduced climate sensitivity in warmer climates has been
documented for this model previously (Weaver et al., 2007),
but what our results suggest is a reduced climate response to
a weakened soft-tissue pump and carbonate counter-pump in a
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FIGURE 3 | Basin-averaged calcite saturation state in icehouse (left column) and greenhouse (right column) climates.
greenhouse state. Thus, while the total strength of calcification in
setting the atmospheric CO2 concentration relative to soft-tissue
production is greater in the greenhouse climate and produces
both a larger total and proportionately greater atmospheric CO2
adjustment, and a larger total change in global temperature when
it is stopped, the global climate response in both greenhouse
simulations is weaker per addition of CO2 to the atmosphere
compared to in the icehouse state. As described in Weaver et al.
(2007), the reason for this weaker response is due to model
physical attributes, rather than carbon cycle differences. The
primary factor is the logarithmic dependency of radiative forcing
on CO2 concentration (Myhre et al., 1998) that saturates at high
atmospheric concentrations. Secondary factors include weakened
radiative forcing feedbacks in the greenhouse climate. Cooler
climates, such as our icehouse configuration, are more sensitive
to albedo (von der Heydt et al., 2014) and convection feedbacks
from sea ice (Weaver et al., 2007) and albedo feedback from
vegetation (Meissner et al., 2003) that affect the absorption of
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FIGURE 4 | Atmospheric CO2 response (left panel) in icehouse (blue lines) and greenhouse (green lines) to removing all soft-tissue production and calcification (solid
lines) or calcification only (dashed lines). The concurrent response of globally averaged atmospheric temperature is shown in the (right panel).
short wave radiation (albedo) and the downward mixing of heat
into the ocean (convection). Albedo feedbacks are weaker in the
greenhouse climate because there is less sea ice and snow. These
weakened feedbacks act in concert with the physio-chemical
properties of CO2 to stabilize our greenhouse climate, though we
do not quantify the relative impacts here.
3.2.2. Global Carbon Cycle Response
The adjustment of carbon pools to the loss of ocean biological
activity is very different in icehouse and greenhouse climates.
By 5,000 years of integration, the icehouse atmospheric CO2
concentration and inventory have stabilized at either 350 Pg
C higher (in the case of ceased biological pumps) or 50 Pg
C lower (in the case of ceased calcification) values (Figure 5).
Interestingly, the loss of soft-tissue production and calcification
causes a similar loss of carbon from the ocean in both greenhouse
and icehouse climates (about 500 Pg C). However, in the icehouse
climate that carbon moves in roughly equal proportion into
the land and atmosphere partitions, whereas in the greenhouse
climate the carbon goes into the atmosphere and is accompanied
by an additional loss of carbon from the land reservoir of
about 75 Pg C. A closer inspection of land carbon partitions
(bottom row of Figure 5) reveals that the additional carbon
entering the land model in the icehouse climate is taken up
in roughly equal proportions by both the soil and vegetation.
The additional atmospheric CO2 fertilizes vegetation growth and
enhances litter flux to the soil carbon pool in the warming
climate. In the greenhouse climate, the loss of carbon from
the land model is sourced mainly from the soil partition and
is driven by temperature-dependent soil respiration, although
a small (roughly 10 Pg C) amount of carbon is lost from the
vegetation carbon pool, indicative of thermal stress.
In the icehouse climate, the loss of calcification produces a loss
of about 100 Pg C from the land carbon model, with that carbon,
as well as a small fraction of carbon from the atmosphere, ending
up in the ocean. As with ceasing soft-tissue production, the loss
of carbon from the land model is roughly equally proportioned
between the soil and vegetation partitions. In the greenhouse
climate, the loss of calcification moves a minor amount of carbon
from the atmosphere onto the land (about 44 Pg C, due to
cooling temperatures promoting soil storage) and a very large
amount (about 500 Pg C) into the ocean. The loss of calcification
deepens the saturation horizon by 298 m (greenhouse) and
682 m (icehouse) on global average (Table 1). The icehouse
water column largely remains saturated, but the loss of CaCO3
production and burial ceases sediment preservation. Carbonate
sediments dissolve, producing a non-existent lysocline and CCD,
as we define these terms. In the under-saturated greenhouse
the water column remains under-saturated. Carbonate sediments
dissolve with the loss of pelagic fluxes and both the lysocline and
CCD are not recorded. Thus, a decoupling of saturation horizon
(a water column property) and lysocline (a sediment property)
occurs, with an increasingly saturated upper ocean and complete
dissolution of the carbonate sediments.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. The Undersaturated Greenhouse
Ocean Base State
Greenhouse oceans have been predicted to have equilibrium
saturation states comparable to icehouse oceans over time
periods longer than 10,000 years (Zeebe and Westbroek, 2003)
due to the negative feedback of carbonate compensation, in
which riverine weathering and sedimentary sources of alkalinity
restore the water column DIC:alkalinity ratio. The process
of carbonate compensation partially manifests in both the
greenhouse spin-up terrestrial weathering (river) flux (which
temporarily went negative, indicating an ocean sedimentary
carbon release, then recovered to positive values after about
6,000 years; not shown) and in the shallow sediment carbon
inventory (which also declined, stabilized, then started to increase
at about 9,000 years). But the spin-up constraint of perfectly
balanced weathering flux input and sedimentary burial flux
never allows the net ocean alkalinity inventory to increase,
which is the mechanism of fully restored carbonate saturation
state. By the end of the 20,000 year greenhouse equilibration,
the ocean has returned to being a net source of carbonate
to the sediment model, despite a very stable and widespread
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FIGURE 5 | Response of carbon partitioning and sea ice volume in icehouse (blue lines) and greenhouse (green lines) climates to stopping soft-tissue production and
calcification (solid lines) or calcification only (dashed lines).
calcite undersaturation in the deep ocean. This can be explained
by rates of calcite export flux exceeding dissolution rates in
the deep ocean and sediments. The sedimentary accumulation
occurs because calcite production at the surface increases as
a fixed proportion of organic detritus production by calcifiers
(zooplankton and calcifying phytoplankton), which has increased
due to warmer surface temperatures, and because even though
calcite dissolution is thermodynamic, enough calcite still reaches
the seafloor to be buried.
A possible means to restore deep ocean calcite saturation
state in the greenhouse model back to icehouse buffer conditions
would be to break the assumption of coupled weathering
and carbonate burial fluxes, to allow additional alkalinity into
the ocean system during the spin-up but without additional
CaCO3 burial (so weathering fluxes exceed benthic burial fluxes,
restoring CO2−3 saturation). An ocean acidification impediment
to biogenic calcification (Riebesell et al., 2000) to temporarily
slow or stop pelagic carbonate production would accelerate
carbonate saturation state restoration. Zeebe and Westbroek
(2003) demonstrated a shortened neutralization time of roughly
1,000 years for fossil fuel release without calcification.
Another possible means to restore deep ocean calcite
saturation state would be to limit the amount of atmospheric
CO2 that could enter the ocean over the spin-up by forcing
it with a maximum amount of fossil fuel emissions, rather
than prescribing an atmospheric concentration (which implicitly
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allows for unlimited fossil CO2 emissions). In this framework,
fossil CO2 emissions would raise atmospheric CO2 andwarm and
acidify the ocean but the total amount of carbon in the system
would be limited. This would give the ocean sediments a chance
to “catch-up” with the air/sea gas exchange. In the framework
used, total carbon inventory (atmosphere/ocean/sediments/land)
in the greenhouse steady-state is roughly 30% higher than
estimates for these same pre-industrial partitions (Eby et al.,
2009), plus all extractable fossil fuels (roughly 5,780 Pg C;
Bauer et al., 2016).
Its unclear if either of these possible remedies would fully
restore the UVic ESCM greenhouse ocean saturation state
to icehouse conditions. There are two previous studies using
an earlier version of the UVic ESCM (Pinsonneault et al.,
2012; Zhang and Cao, 2016) that applied Ca dependencies to
the calcification-production ratio to examine ocean responses
to fossil carbon emissions. Both found large variations in
ocean alkalinity over long (millennial) timescales, depending
on parameterization, but none fully recovered the pre-
industrial saturation state on the timescales simulated, and
their simulations look like they would equilibrate to lower
values if run longer. Eby et al. (2009) constrained emissions
to “available” fossil carbon reserves and mentioned (but
did not show) a recovery of surface pH on millennial
timescales. However, none of these studies discussed the potential
implications of their weathering flux parameterization (all
held fluxes constant at pre-industrial rates), so its unclear
how much the weathering fluxes might have contributed to
their results. Meissner et al. (2012) tested weathering flux
parameterizations and how they might influence carbonate
saturation state recovery, but without ocean acidification-
driven changes to calcification. They also found a strong
dependency in saturation state recovery on parameterization,
none of which fully recovered over their 12,000 year simulations.
In their figures it appears the ocean saturation state will
equilibrate to something less than their pre-industrial (despite
limited CO2 emissions scenarios and sedimentary carbonate
compensation), so it appears likely that both weathering and
calcification parameterizations will need to be adjusted in
our model to produce a fully compensated greenhouse ocean.
However, even box modeling suggests sedimentary carbonate
compensation cannot fully neutralize large (5,000 Pg C)
emissions on hundred-thousand year timescales (Zachos et al.,
2008). Million-year timescales are more representative of a
“full” restoration of initial state (Coxall et al., 2006; Zeebe,
2012).
But how realistic is a fully compensated, highly saturated
greenhouse ocean? Zeebe and Westbroek (2003) demonstrate
that in a Cretan ocean (both our greenhouse and icehouse
steady-states fit within this category) it is possible to maintain
widespread undersaturation and a shallow CCD with high
rates of biogenic pelagic calcification, if the weathering flux
is sufficiently low. So, despite certain aspects of our model
(unlimited atmospheric CO2, pelagic calcification insensitive
to ocean acidification, and a fixed weathering flux diagnosed
over equilibration) being unrealistic, its ocean carbon cycle
characteristics are physically possible under the right real-world
circumstances. Note also, that Zeebe and Westbroek (2003)
considered a 1 km change in the CCD to be small, therefore our
initial depressed greenhouse saturation state is not inconsistent
with their idealized Cretan carbon chemistry. If our model were
to produce a geologic record over the greenhouse spin-up, it
would show a millennial carbonate sediment erosional event
followed by a stabilization of high calcification and ongoing
coastal/shelf carbonate sediment deposition. The shoaling of the
CCD (diagnosed by mapping where sedimentary dissolution
rates exceed sedimentary deposition rates) by about 800 meters
is accompanied by an atmospheric CO2 increase of about
1,000 ppm relative to the icehouse state. The magnitude of
such a change is consistent with the 1–1.5 km deepening
reported for the Pacific CCD and thousands of ppm decline in
atmospheric CO2 over the Cenozoic, as well as shorter (100,000
year) excursions of the CCD of between 0.5 and 1 km depth
(Pälike et al., 2012). The shallower remineralization depth and
enhanced carbonate production are also consistent with δ13C
reconstructions of the Eocene (early Cenozoic, John et al., 2013).
There may have been periods in the more distant past with
greenhouse-level CO2 concentrations and a similar or stronger
ocean carbon buffer than found in the modern ocean (due
to multi-million year adjustment of silicate weathering, e.g.,
Zachos et al., 2008; Zeebe, 2012). But note also that paleo-
records of the CCD record sedimentary processes, not the whole
water-column. Previous modeling has demonstrated the CCD
(as a sediment property integral of a range of fluxes) is well-
buffered over both short and long-term perturbations which
can cause CCD and atmospheric CO2 trends to be decoupled
(Pälike et al., 2012).
4.2. Relative Stability of Carbon and
Climate
The transient simulations described above reveal very different
carbon cycle and climate responses to the loss of ocean
biological activity in icehouse and greenhouse climate states.
By virtue of a relatively enhanced ocean buffering capacity and
cooler temperatures, the icehouse state has a relatively stable
atmospheric carbon inventory that allows the ocean solubility
pump and land carbon partition to mitigate changes due to
the loss of either ocean soft-tissue production or calcification.
However, also by virtue of cooler temperatures (and lower
atmospheric CO2 concentrations), the icehouse state has a
relatively less stable climate, with a temperature response to
changing atmospheric CO2 about four times greater than the
greenhouse state. This greater sensitivity is due to fundamental
properties of CO2 as well as radiative forcing feedbacks from both
the land and sea ice albedo in our model that are reduced in
the greenhouse climate. These factors contribute to an enhanced
radiative forcing “buffer” in the greenhouse climate, increasing
climate stability despite the highly unstable and eroded ocean
carbon buffer.
The Pälike et al. (2012) Pacific CCD reconstruction reveals
that greenhouse (1,000-ppm CO2) periods prior to the EOT
are accompanied by decreased stability of, and a shallower,
CCD (their Figure 2, prior to about 34 Ma) whereas more
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modern icehouse (hundred-ppm) CO2 levels show a roughly
15 My period of strong CCD stability, at a deeper depth level.
This overall CCD deepening and stabilization was attributed
to a shift to a greater proportion of pelagic calcification
relative to shelf calcification (Pälike et al., 2012), which would
also be consistent with the box model tests of Zeebe and
Westbroek (2003). But they tested this hypothesis in their
more complex earth system model (GENIE) and found it
was insufficient to move the CCD as far as observations
suggest (Pälike et al., 2012). However, in our model the
CCD does move to the right order (between equilibrium
states), and our transient simulations suggest a very simple
mechanism for icehouse carbon cycle stabilization (enhanced
chemical buffer). An increased “predictability” in theWesterhold
et al. (2020) hothouse/warmhouse climate states relative
to coolhouse/icehouse climate states, might furthermore be
consistent with our observation of a greenhouse climate less
sensitive to changes in CO2 and an icehouse climate dominated
more by ice albedo feedbacks and the non-linear CO2 radiative
forcing sensitivity.
That relative climate (temperature) stability is greater in the
greenhouse state, despite a less stable carbon cycle, might at least
partly explain the apparent selective extinction both of marine
organisms in general and of calcifying organisms specifically, as
well as calcifiers’ recovery lag after climate perturbation (Veron,
2008). Greenhouse climates experience intermittent calcification
crises (Kidder and Worsley, 2010), which makes sense given the
precarious buffer conditions a high DIC:alkalinity ratio might
produce. At the same time, coral reef gaps- extended periods of
absence in the rock record of coral reefs- appear to coincide with
rapidly dropping atmospheric CO2 in several instances (the late
Devonian, early Jurassic, and early Cenozoic; Veron, 2008 their
Figure 3). Thus, while an external perturbation (e.g., substantial
volcanic activity), might temporarily shut down calcification in
a greenhouse state (and do so more readily than in an icehouse
climate), its loss could provide a powerful negative feedback on
atmospheric CO2, hastening the return of the initial state. Such a
powerful negative feedback on atmospheric CO2 was also noted
by Zeebe and Westbroek (2003).
Our results are also interesting in light of Eichenseer et al.
(2019), who calculated an increasing “biotic” control on the
ecological success of aragonite calcifiers since the Paleozoic.
In their conceptual model, which they derived from analysis
of species indices, the rise of pelagic calcification increasingly
buffered ocean chemistry (consistent with the results of Zeebe
and Westbroek, 2003), which in turn allowed the proliferation
of calcifier species after the middle Jurassic. Thus, calcification
became increasingly self-perpetuating and less reliant on
environmental “abiotic” control. The periods they examined
were largely in a greenhouse state, but their Figure 1a shows
what appears to be a state change around the Oligocene back
to what might be considered a more abiotically controlled
paradigm (although their statistical analysis was inconclusive
for this time period). This analysis of a more biotic control
on calcifiers’ success in a greenhouse state due to chemical
buffer stabilization can be flipped to also state that the calcifiers’
ecological success in a greenhouse state can exert a relatively
greater impact on environmental conditions (and perhaps,
climate), which is consistent with our results using an entirely
independent methodology.
In our greenhouse model spin-up we did not consider ocean
acidification effects on calcification (Riebesell et al., 2000). If
we had, over the greenhouse spin-up calcification would have
slowed or ceased temporarily, which would have allowed the
sediments to more quickly neutralize the atmospheric CO2
intrusion (Zeebe andWestbroek, 2003). Calcification would have
restarted when Ca was sufficiently restored and the equilibrated
greenhouse ocean might have a similar buffer capacity as the
icehouse ocean. This enhanced buffer might therefore “prime”
the ocean to accept a far larger quantity of atmospheric CO2
with the stoppage of calcification than what we simulate. This
arrangement might be more representative of a high calcification,
highCa greenhouse ocean such as that of the Cretaceous (Zeebe,
2012). However, if in our model simulations we considered an
e.g. halved calcification rate for the greenhouse steady-state with
a low Ca saturation state, we would expect a somewhat larger
CO2 increase with ceased soft tissue production and calcification,
and a somewhat smaller CO2 decrease with ceased calcification
only. Such a parameterization is arguably inappropriate for
model spin-up, given the geological record reveals a positive
relationship between atmospheric CO2 and calcification, with
enhanced calcification during high-CO2 intervals (Bolton et al.,
2016) despite a shallower CCD.
Our model results suggest an enhanced role of calcifying
phytoplankton in regulating atmospheric CO2 in greenhouse
climates, but we cannot quantify that role precisely because
we do not apply separation techniques to the carbon cycle
(e.g., Koeve et al., 2014) and also include carbon exchange
with a land model. The strongly reduced buffering capacity
of the greenhouse ocean (demonstrated as widespread calcite
undersaturation) suggests response of atmospheric CO2 to the
loss of biological pumps is enhanced by the solubility pump in
this state. Quantification of the absolute strengths of these three
carbon pumps requires implementing both carbon separation as
well as removing the land model, and would be an interesting
exercise in light of our results. Furthermore, a quantitative
description of the interactive and changing seawater buffer
factors with long-timescale carbonate compensation feedback,
in parallel with a sensitivity study of weathering flux and
ocean acidification parameterizations, would be another very
interesting future exercise.
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